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Common word is the key part of vocabulary system, in which it plays an 
important role. With its huge ancient-contemporary differences and southern-northern 
differences, the development and evolution of common word determines internally 
developmental direction of vocabulary system, which conveys its self-evident 
importance. In addition, verb is a very important part of common word, especially for 
hand-motion verbs, which are concerned with not only the birth of human and society 
created by handwork, but also with daily life closely related with hand labour. Hand is 
an important tool to change our nature and society, and one of major method and 
approach for human’s communication. Consequently the research into common 
hand-motion verbs bears great significance. 
The dissertation, with theoretical guidance by precedent researches into common 
word, selects eleven groups of hand-motion verbs as research object, basing on 
linguistic materials from  "Shi Shuo Xin Yu", including freehand verbs, such as 
"grip", "pick" ,"capture", "place", ”glean”, ”play”, and thirty-nine non-freehand verbs, 
such as  "wipe", "bundle", “wash”, “fell”, “mash”, and so on. With static and 
dynamic combining methods the dissertation makes a comprehensively comparative 
research into their respective synonymous polymerization system, centered on their 
ancient-contemporary and southern-northern evolutions.Firstly, the dissertation 
checks detailedly their evolutions and contemporary dialectal synchronic distributions 
of synonymous polymerization systems by semantic unit, in order to analyze their 
links between ancient-contemporary evolutions and southern-northern differences. 
Accordingly the dissertation demonstrates that the dialectal synchronic distribution of 
common hand-motion verbs is not only an outcome of diachronic evolution, but also 
evolutionary process. At the same time, the dissertation explains their 
ancient-contemporary and southern-northern differences on semantic domain, 
semantic value and glosseme. Secondly, the dissertation examines their evolutionary 
patterns and reasons of eleven groups of hand-motion verbs’ meaning as a whole. 
There exists four major evolutionary patterns of common hand-motion verbs’ 















and so on. Evolutionary causes can be divided into objective, subjective and linguistic 
cause. Finally, the dissertation examines evolutionary process of common 
hand-motion verbs in terms of lexical history, and finds that historical changes in 
common monosyllabic hand-motion verbs cannot be inseparable from 
bi-syllablization, as a mainstream of evolutionary pattern. The capacity of 
word-formation differentiates with their subrogations of common hand-motion verbs. 
New verbs replace old ones, but the old ones don’t retreat from historical stage. Old 
verbs retain their ancient meanings, and have more rich meanings and strong capacity 
of word-formation. However, new verbs have relatively weak capacity of 
word-formation for their later appearance, evident colloquialness and independent 
use. 
Horizontally and vertically comparative researches on common hand-motion 
verbs reflect historical transition of core words in Chinese basic vocabulary, which 
does not exclude old ones but retains some kind of linkage with new words. 
Consequently they often combine each other into new words in the same or different 
time. More obvious are changes in semantic domain, combinative variation and 
inheritance and mutation in different dialects. However, the changes always 
demonstrate not only several upheavals in from ancient, to medieval and modern 
Chinese, but also huge discrepancies between Mandarin dialects and Southeast 
dialects, as well as historical differences among various dialects. 
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